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List of Key Technical Terms

Applied Research – “Original investigation undertaken in order to acquire new 
knowledge. Applied research is, however, directed primarily towards a specific 
practical aim or objective.” (OMB Circular No. A-11, 2018, Sec. 84)

Basic Research – “Experimental or theoretical work undertaken primarily 
to acquire new knowledge of the underlying foundations of phenomena and 

observable facts. Basic research may include activities with broad or general 
applications in mind, such as the study of how plant genomes change, but should 

exclude research directed towards a specific application or requirement, such 
as the optimization of the genome of a specific crop species.” (OMB Circular No. 
A-11, 2018, Sec. 84)

Citation – A reference to a published work in articles, books, or other sources. 
A primary purpose of citations is to attribute prior or unoriginal work and ideas to 

the original sources.

Development – “Creative and systematic work, drawing on knowledge gained 

from research and practical experience, which is directed at producing new 
products or processes or improving existing products or processes. Like 
research, experimental development will result in gaining additional knowledge.” 
(OMB Circular No. A-11, 2018, Sec. 84)

Exascale Computing – Refers to computing systems capable of at least one 

exaFLOPS (FLOPS is a measure of computer performance), or a quintillion 
calculations per second. Such capacity represents a thousandfold increase over 
the first petascale (one quadrillion FLOPS per second) computer that came into 
operation in 2008.

Lost Einsteins – Refers to, “people who would have had highly impactful 

inventions had they been exposed to careers in innovation as children.”1

Patent – An exclusive right granted for an invention, whether a product or a 
process, that offers a new way of doing something. Patents are granted in 
exchange for an enabling public disclosure of the invention.
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Physical Sciences – The branch of natural science that studies non-living 

systems, in contrast to life science. Physical science fields include physics, 
astronomy, chemistry, and earth science.

Private R&D – R&D carried out by industry and business firms, for mostly private 
gain, in sectors such as pharmaceuticals, aerospace, and telecommunications.

Public R&D – Encompasses the wide range of government-funded R&D 
programs that benefit society as a whole, from cancer research to weather 
forecasting to food safety studies.

Research Intensity – R&D expenditures relative to total GDP. A standard metric 
used to assess a country’s level of innovative activity.

Researchers – “Professionals engaged in the conception or creation of new 

knowledge, products processes, methods, and systems, and in the management 

of the projects concerned.”2 (OECD)

Research Publication – Scientific work that is usually peer-reviewed and 
published in an academic or scholarly journal, in distinct fields such as the natural 
sciences, social sciences, and humanities. 

Skilled Technical Work – “To be considered a skilled technical occupation,  

two criteria must be met:  

1. the occupation requires a high level of knowledge in a technical domain   
2. and does not require a bachelor’s degree for entry.”3 (NASEM)

Triadic Patent – A set of corresponding patents filed at the European Patent 
Office, the Japanese Patent Office, and the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office,  
for the same invention.
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Introduction

The United States has a rich history of global leadership in science and technology. 
From the lightbulb to the transistor to the internet and search engine, American 

scientists and innovators have led the way in taking discoveries from the lab to 

the market and improving quality of life. Much of this success is due to the unique 
partnership between the federal government, universities, and private industry. 
This innovation ecosystem has allowed for the generation of new knowledge and 

foundational ideas helping make the U.S. the world leader in many scientific and 
technological fields. It has also helped to attract the best and brightest students and 
scholars from around the world to come to the U.S. to study, work, and contribute 
to advancing U.S. scientific research and our economy. 

However, America’s competitive edge is now at stake, as China and other countries 
are rapidly increasing investments in research and workforce development in order 

to assume positions of global leadership. Our nation risks falling perilously behind 
in the basic scientific research that drives innovation, as our global competitors 
increase support for cutting-edge research and push to the forefront in fields such 
as artificial intelligence (AI), robotics, aerospace, advanced manufacturing, and the 
next generation of telecommunications networks.

Our competitors’ increasing basic research investments and production of new 
advanced technologies poses an escalating challenge to U.S. scientific leadership. 
Not only are European countries and China upping their game in industries like 
nanotechnology and supercomputing, they are also attracting the best and brightest 

students and scholars to close the technological and innovation gap.

Maintaining America’s global leadership status is critical to national security as well 
as to future economic growth and prosperity. However, the diminishing presence of 
the U.S. within the global share of research and development (R&D) is a threat to 
the nation’s scientific enterprise, indicating a lack of federal commitment to scientific 
research programs at agencies, such as the Departments of Defense (DOD) and 
Energy (DOE), National Science Foundation (NSF), National Institutes of Health 
(NIH), National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), and the National 

Institute of Standards & Technology (NIST). This lack of commitment could lead to 
decreased economic competitiveness as well as negative impacts on our domestic 

workforce and industries.
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The U.S. must continue to develop and support an innovation economy that, 
“collaborates with allies and partners, improves STEM education, draws on an 
advanced technical workforce, and invests in early-stage research and develop-

ment,” according to the latest U.S. National Security Strategy (NSS).4 Further, the 

NSS asserts that the nation must continue to be the destination of choice for the 

“innovative and the inventive, the brilliant and the bold.”5

In order to sustain global leadership, the U.S. needs to capitalize on its tremen-

dous assets and make technological pre-eminence a national priority.6 This can be 

achieved through the development and execution of a competitive strategy that 
includes increased funding for scientific research and human capital development, 
targeting investments in new programs to grow, attract, and retain domestic and 

international STEM talent.

The Task Force on American Innovation (TFAI) has a history of assembling and 

examining benchmarks to assess America’s international standing in science and 
technology. This report builds on past TFAI reports, beginning with the first Bench-

marks Report released in 2005, which highlighted that, “the United States still leads 

the world in research and discovery, but our advantage is rapidly eroding, and our 

global competitors may soon overtake us.” Since this report, additional TFAI analyses 

in 2006 and 2012 found a continuation of the 2005 trends and called for the U.S. to 
strengthen the workforce and innovation ecosystem. In the 14 years since the first 
TFAI report, original trends persist and the U.S. continues to lose ground to other 
nations in investments in science, technology, and talent.

TFAI, therefore, reiterates its past statements and calls for strong and sustained 

commitments to increasing federal investments in the underpinning scientific 

research and human talent that drives the U.S. economy forward and fuels Amer-
ican innovation.
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Investing in Scientific Research: 
An American Imperative

In 2014, the American Academy of Arts and Sciences released a report titled, “Restoring 
the Foundation: The Vital Role of Research in Preserving the American Dream.” One of the 
report’s core recommendations was to provide steady and sustained real funding growth of 
at least four percent for the basic scientific research performed at major federal research 
agencies. The report notes that, “there is a deficit between what America is investing and 
what it should be investing to remain competitive, not only in research but in innovation and 
job creation.”

In June 2015, the heads of nine major U.S. corporations called on Congress to enact the 
funding and policy recommendations made in the Restoring the Foundation report. Their 
accompanying statement, Innovation: An American Imperative, has since been endorsed by 

over 500 leading industry, higher education, science, and engineering organizations, including 

the Task Force on American Innovation.

The statement notes that, “now is not the time to rest on past success…Competitor nations 
are challenging our leadership by copying our playbook for success. At the same time our 
nation’s support for scientific research and innovation is stagnating. If these trends continue, 
other countries will soon surpass the United States as the global innovation leader.”

To ensure that the United States remains the global innovation leader, the Task Force on 

American Innovation urges Congress and the Administration to take the concerns raised by 

the Restoring the Foundation report seriously, along with the alarming trends highlighted by 

the benchmarks examined in this TFAI report.
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1Research & Development 
Investment Benchmarks

Why does public R&D matter? In many countries, the primary investor in R&D 

is industry, but government also plays an important role. In reality, the functions 
served by industrial R&D and government R&D are fairly different. Industrial R&D 
is generally more geared toward applied research and development, which tends 

to be shorter-term, more incremental, and results in private benefits. In contrast, 
public sector R&D is oriented around basic research – fundamental knowledge that 

underlies innovation – which tends to be higher risk, longer-term, and has much 

broader and far-reaching societal benefits. This is especially true of non-defense 
U.S. research agencies including NSF, NIH, and DOE’s Office of Science, which 
account for the bulk of federal non-defense research expenditures. 

Public and private industry R&D are synergistic and complementary to one another. 
Government investment serves as a catalyst for industrial investment and spurs 
projects that would not have taken place otherwise, or at a smaller or slower scale.7 

Public R&D has been found to stimulate additional patenting from industry; for 

instance, one study found a $1 increase in NIH basic research led to a more than 
$8 increase in pharmaceutical industry R&D funding after a multi-year lag, and a $1 
increase in NIH clinical research led to a greater than $2 increase in private phar-

maceutical industry investment after a shorter lag. Nearly one-third of all NIH grants 
can be indirectly linked to a later commercial patent.8

The U.S. federal government is also the primary funder of university-based research, 
accounting for 51 percent of university R&D expenditures in 2016 according to 
NSF’s National Center for Science and Engineering Statistics.9 Federal funding of 

university-based research has been found to stimulate more new and disruptive 

technologies than funding from other sources.10 

The U.S. Share of Global R&D has Declined. In 1995, the United States accounted 
for 38.3 percent of global R&D. As of 2016, the U.S. share had declined to 28.5 
percent (see GRAPH 1.1). This decline is partly due to increasing investments from 
smaller nations such as Spain, Ireland, Israel, and Norway. But the biggest drivers 
behind the declining U.S. share of R&D are greater investments by Taiwan, South 
Korea, and China. Taiwan and South Korea have more than quadrupled their 
investments in R&D since 1995, while China will likely catch the U.S. in total R&D 

expenditures within the next few years (see GRAPH 1.2).
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GRAPH 1.3 
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Research intensity, or R&D expenditures relative to total GDP, is one standard 
metric used to assess a country’s level of innovative activity. As of 1995, the U.S. 
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The U.S. is among a small group of countries with declining public R&D 
investment. Public sector R&D encompasses the wide range of government-funded 

programs that benefit society as a whole, from cancer research to weather fore-

casting to food safety studies. Of the 36 countries for which the Organization for 
Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) has relatively complete data 
since the 1990s, 24 countries have managed to at least slightly increase their public 
R&D investments relative to gross domestic product, and more than a dozen of 

these countries have managed to achieve increases greater than 20 percent. South 
Korea has managed to more than double public R&D as a share of GDP since 1995 
(see GRAPH 1.4). Another group of countries has managed to mostly sustain their 
public investments in R&D, or at least limit relative decline since 1995. This group 
includes R&D powerhouses Germany, Japan, and Taiwan.

At the bottom of the list, however, are a handful of countries that have seen public 

R&D investment as a share of GDP decline by over 15 percent since 1995, including 
the U.S. According to OECD data, the U.S. publicly-funded R&D as a share of GDP 
has declined from 0.85 percent in 1995 to 0.70 percent as of 2015. This relative 
decline ranks the U.S. fifth from the bottom over this period.
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Source: OECD Science & Technology Indicators, August 2018 | AAAS
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International R&D Investment Targets and Strategies

Korea: Following the establishment of multiple government research institutes and the Ministry of Science 

and Technology in the 1960s, and the introduction of R&D tax credits in the 1970s, Korea has become an 
international R&D powerhouse. Last summer, the Korean government reached an agreement to double 
funding for basic science by 2022.

Germany: Last year, Germany pledged to increase the country’s research intensity from 2.9 percent to 3.5 
percent – which would rank the country third in the world. Some German officials have also considered 
establishing an R&D tax credit for the first time.

United Kingdom: After years of high scientific achievement but surprisingly low investment in R&D, the UK’s 
latest industrial strategy, released in late 2017, aims to increase total investment from 1.7 percent of GDP 
to 2.4 percent by 2027, which would put the UK on par with other major economies and begin to approach 
current U.S. research intensity.

China: China’s most recent five-year-plan for science and technology, issued in 2016 and extending 
through 2020, pledges continued spending growth and establishes a research intensity target 

of 2.5 percent of GDP by 2020. This target came on the heels of China’s much-noted Made in 
China 2025 strategy issued in 2015, which seeks to establish Chinese dominance in high-tech 

manufacturing areas such as robotics, aerospace, and energy-saving vehicles. 
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2Knowledge Creation & 
New Ideas Benchmarks

RESEARCH PUBLICATIONS
Along with R&D funding, research publications are an important measure 

for comparing countries’ scientific outputs and innovation capabilities. Not all  
publications are equal, but they are a useful metric on innovation overall. Funda-

mental discoveries and breakthroughs are published in scientific journals and are 
expanded upon by other scientists over time. Continuous and high-quality publi-
cations are essential qualifications for university researchers in an increasingly 
competitive environment.

U.S. publication output is declining. The U.S. global share of research publi-
cations fell from 27 percent in 2003 to 18 percent in 2016 (see GRAPH 2.5). The  

European Union has experienced less of a decline than the U.S., while Japan’s 
world share shrunk by half over the 2003-2016 period. Meanwhile, China’s share 
surged from 7 percent to 19 percent, overtaking the U.S. as of 2016. In absolute 
terms, China is now the single largest contributor of research publications (see 

GRAPH 2.6). India is also emerging as a producer of research publications.

“We may not want to admit it yet, but the rise of China to the top 
ranks of global scientific achievement is now a historical fact.” 

Peter Orszag, former director of the White House Office of Management and Budget11

U.S. research quality is stagnating. The U.S. continues to publish some of the 
most cited research but is losing ground on the international stage (see GRAPH 2.7). 
Countries that have recently surpassed the U.S. in the top 1 percent of cited publica-

tions include the U.K., Australia, and Canada, all of which have implemented national 
research ‘excellence’ programs.12 Saudi Arabia, meanwhile, has aggressively 

reformed its peer review policies as part of the country’s transition to a knowledge- 
based economy. China, now the world’s largest research producer, has more than 
doubled its share of the top 1 percent of cited publications amid ongoing restruc-

turing of the country’s national research evaluation system. A recent analysis by 
Elsevier – the world’s largest scientific publishing company – predicts that China 
could overtake the U.S. in research productivity by the mid-2020’s.13
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Global competition has exacerbated imbalances in the U.S. research portfolio.  
Measured globally, U.S. publication output remains heavily geared towards medical 
and life sciences, while engineering, physics, mathematics, and computer science 

are lagging. Federal/public investments in these areas are essential for the U.S. to 
remain a global innovation leader (see GRAPHS 2.8, 2.9, & 2.10).

In engineering alone, the U.S. share of article production decreased from 23 percent 
to 12 percent during the 2003-2016 period. This dramatic shift can be attributed 
to changing U.S. domestic priorities – namely an increased emphasis on health 
research since the end of the Cold War – alongside rising global competition, partic-

ularly from China. In just over a decade, China has eclipsed U.S. publication shares 
in key research areas including engineering, physics, chemistry, geosciences, and 

mathematics. Meanwhile, the European Union has collectively fared better than 
the U.S. This is particularly evident in the field of computer sciences, with U.S. 
publication shares halved between 2003 and 2016, versus much smaller gradual 
declines in the E.U.
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Addressing the U.S. Research Imbalance

A new white paper14 published by The Center for Innovation Policy at Duke Law highlights a 

growing imbalance in the federal government’s research portfolio – namely a shift away from 
the physical sciences and engineering (PS&E) and toward the life sciences.

In 1980 PS&E research represented 41 percent of the federal science budget. Thirty-five years 
later its share had fallen to 28 percent. The life sciences had picked up the entire difference.

The author also points out that other non-governmental sources of research support –  

businesses, nonprofit, and philanthropic organizations, and universities’ own funds – are even 
more heavily focused on biomedical research than federal agencies.

The report discusses past failed attempts to rebalance the nation’s research investments 
towards PS&E fields. For example, funding for the 2007 America COMPETES Act – which 
sought to double the research budgets at the NSF, NIST, and the DOE’s Office of Science – 
repeatedly fell short of the doubling target. This stands in contrast to the remarkably successful 
effort by Congress to double the NIH budget between 1998 and 2003 and increased invest-
ments in recent years as authorized by the 21st Century Cures Act.

The solution is not to simply shift resources from the life sciences to the physical sciences and 

engineering, according to the author, but to treat all major fields of science and technology as a 
national priority. This begins with addressing the current sequestration caps on both domestic 
and defense discretionary spending. Sustained research funding should be the goal – not 
rapid infusions of funds. The report also recommends expanding the scope and capacity of 
key science advising bodies, including the Office of Science and Technology Policy (OSTP) 
and the National Science and Technology Council (NSTC).
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PATENTS
Like publications, patents are a useful – if imperfect – measure of scientific produc-

tivity. Patented inventions are an important source of the innovations that ultimately 
materialize in the marketplace. Patents and the pace of their emergence can help 
signal the health of national innovation systems. 

The U.S. Share of International Patents is Declining. In 1990, U.S. innovators 
claimed over 11,000 “triadic patent” families, or patents for the same invention or 
set of inventions, filed in the United States, Europe, and Japan. Because holders 
of triadic patents have gone through the cost and effort of filing in multiple patent 
offices around the world, triadic patent families are generally seen as representing 
higher quality and greater value.

Triadic patenting rates in East Asian economies – which here include Japan (by far 
the largest), South Korea, Taiwan, China, Hong Kong, and Singapore – began to 

take off in 1998. East Asia, the E.U., and the U.S. all reached roughly 15,000 triadic 
families in 1998. Then the Asian economies began to surge ahead and collectively 
surpassed 20,000 triadic families in 2003; they have widened the gap since then. 
While the U.S. increased its annual triadic patent count by 21.7 percent between 
1990 and 2012, the East Asian group more than doubled its patent output over that 
time to 23,000. The biggest driver is a near-doubling of Japanese triadic patents, 
though South Korea and China have also exhibited dramatic gains over this period: 
both have risen from fewer than 100 patent families a year to over 2,000.

What is a “Triadic Patent”?

“The triadic patent families are defined at the OECD as a set of patents 
taken at the European Patent Office, Japan Patent Office, and the United 
States Patent and Trademark Office that share one or more priorities…
Counting triadic patent families provides indicators of improved quality and 

international comparability for measuring innovation performance of coun-

tries.” - OECD, “Triadic Patent Families Methodology” working paper.61
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While Asia has experienced this acceleration, U.S. patenting rates have 
slowed. The U.S. share of the triadic total has declined by roughly a third since 
1990 (see GRAPH 2.11 and 2.12).

U.S. Patenting Intensity Has Declined. While in the aggregate the U.S. boasts 
more triadic patent families than any other single country, much of this is due simply 

to the size of our economy. When adjusting to account for different levels of GDP, 
U.S. triadic patenting rates are actually middle of the pack and have slowed. In 
1990, U.S. innovators claimed over 1,800 triadic patent families for every million 
dollars of GDP. By 2012, this rate had fallen to fewer than 900 per million dollars of 
GDP. Even in a period in which patent productivity seems to have declined globally, 
the U.S.’s decline is somewhat larger than average. By comparison, the economies 
of Japan, Sweden, and Switzerland remained much more productive in 2012, while 
triadic patent productivity in Finland, Israel, and Korea have all surpassed the U.S. 
since 1990 (see GRAPH 2.13).

GRAPH 2.13 
Triadic Patent Families  
per million GDP, 1990-2012

■ USA

■ Japan

■ China

■ Korea

■ Taiwan

■ Sweden

■ Canada

■ Germany

■ Switzerland

■ Finland

■ Israel

Triadic Patent Families  
per million GDP, 1990-2012

Source: OECD Science Indicators, August 2018 | AAAS
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3
Education Benchmarks

Education is an integral measure for comparing countries’ innovation and knowl-
edge creation capabilities. A strong foundation in math and science at the K-12 
level helps develop thinking and skills that are essential in STEM disciplines. Higher 
education provides the advanced knowledge and expertise necessary to excel in 
discovery and application and is paramount to the creation, recruitment, retention, 

and training of a diverse and highly-skilled STEM workforce.

Students in the U.S. fall behind those in China, Europe, and Canada in 
math and science. A global comparison of Program for International Student  

Assessment (PISA) scores from 2015 shows the average score for the U.S. was 
lower than that of many other countries for both math and science. While the 
average science literacy score of 496 was somewhat better than the average score 
of 470 for the PISA Math assessment, the overall U.S. scores were well below 
those of top performers like Singapore, Japan, and China* (see GRAPH 3.14). With 
the scientists and engineers of tomorrow currently in school, the U.S. needs to 
strengthen its education system to support the development of domestic science and  

engineering talent.

GRAPH 3.14 
Average Mathematics & Science 
Literacy Assessment Scores for 
15-year-olds Participating in PISA  
by Education System, 2015

■ Math Literacy Assessment Score

■ Science Literacy Assessment Score

* “China's average PISA Score is an 
average of the scores from Taiwan, 
Macau, Hong Kong, Beijing, Shanghai, 
Jiangsu, and Guangdong.”
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Both U.S. scientists and the public are critical of the 
quality of the country’s K-12 STEM education.

“Only 16 percent of AAAS [American Association for the Advancement of 
Science] scientists and 29 percent of the general public rank U.S. STEM 
education for grades K-12 as above average or the best in the world. 46 
percent of AAAS scientists and 29 percent of the public rank K-12 STEM 
as ‘below average.’”15

The United States is lagging in the output of bachelor’s degrees in science 
and engineering fields. The U.S. continues to trail the top eight countries in 
the E.U., as measured by the total number of bachelor’s degrees in science and 
engineering (S&E) awarded since 2000, and has also been eclipsed by China. 
China’s output of S&E bachelor’s degrees has increased by over 360 percent 
since 2000. In 2014, the European Union (12 percent) and the United States (10 
percent) accounted for less than a quarter of the bachelor’s degrees awarded 
in S&E fields globally, while China accounted for 22 percent of the global share  
(see GRAPH 3.15).16

Source: NSB, S&E Indicators 2018 

Bachelor’s Degree Awards in S&E Fields  
by Selected Region, Country, or Economy 2000–2014
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“S&E fields account for a larger proportion of all bachelor’s 
degrees in China than in the United States. In 2014, these 

fields accounted for 48 percent of all bachelor’s degrees in 
China, compared with 39 percent of all bachelor’s  

degrees in the United States.”17 

The U.S. trails the European Union in doctoral degrees awarded in science 
and engineering and faces intense competition from China. China now awards 

nearly as many S&E doctorates as the U.S. In the 15-year period between 2000 and 
2014, China increased their doctoral degree output in science and engineering by 
over 53 percent (see GRAPH 3.16).

Source: NSB, S&E Indicators 2018 

Doctoral Degree Awards in S&E Fields 
by Selected Region, Country, or Economy 2000–2014
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While the U.S. remains a leader in attracting international students (see  

GRAPH 3.17), reports indicate a decline in new international student enrollment 
since 2016. The Institute of International Education’s (IIE) 2018 Open Door Report 
reported a decline in new international student enrollment by a total 6.6 percent in 
Fall 2017 when compared to the previous year.18  

The exclusion of foreign talent at universities negatively impacts U.S. industry.
“Survey respondents list visa application process issues or visa delays/denials as 
the top reason for Fall 2017 drops in new enrollment. The percentage of institutions 
citing this issue grew from 33.8 percent in Fall 2016 to 68.4 percent in Fall 2017 
(+35 percentage points).” – IIE’s Fall 2017 Hot Topics Survey 19

A downward trend in new student enrollment poses a problem for maintaining the 

U.S.’s competitive edge in the race for talent, especially as other countries build 
initiatives to strengthen programs and attract top foreign scholars.

Source: NSB, S&E Indicators 2018 

International Students Enrolled in Tertiary Education 
2014
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What are other countries doing to attract and retain the best 
and brightest researchers from around the world?

There is intensifying global competition to recruit top science and engineering researchers; countries have 

instituted incentive programs to attract foreign students and faculty, improve the quality of their universities, 

conduct research in their respective countries, and become acclaimed research destinations.

Canada: The Canada Excellence Research Chairs (CERC) Program is a foreign-talent recruitment effort 
that works to attract research leaders to come and work at Canadian universities by awarding up to 10 
million Canadian dollars (over 7.5 million USD) over seven years to support the establishment of high- 
caliber research programs at Canadian universities.20

Germany: The Excellence Initiative, passed by the German government, seeks to make Germany more 
internationally competitive and an attractive research location by funding awards to promote top-level 

research and to improve the quality of its major universities.21 The initiative has attracted over 4,000 foreign 

scientists to Germany.22

China: The Thousand Talents Program is a Chinese government incentive program with the goal of recruiting 

science, technology and entrepreneurship experts from across the globe. The program offers benefits 
including a competitive salary, lump-sum bonus, and research subsidies up to 5 million yuan (about 719,600 
USD), whose amount vary depending on the type, level, and quality of the program.23

United States: The U.S. currently lacks an overarching talent development program with the goal of attracting 
and retaining science and engineering researchers. However, some focused talent development programs 
exist within the federal government. The National Defense Science and Engineering Graduate (NDSEG) 
Fellowship Program has awarded nearly 3,600 fellowships since 1989. These fellowships support U.S.  
citizens and nationals pursuing doctoral studies in one of fifteen disciplines, with the goal of increasing the 
number of science and engineering researchers trained in areas of military importance. This program is 
sponsored by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research (AFOSR), the Army Research Office (ARO), and 
the Office of Naval Research (ONR) through the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (OSD) for 
Research and Engineering. Other graduate student research fellowships are offered through NSF, NASA, 
and the Department of Energy. Without a concerted strategy and accompanying investment, the U.S. will 
continue to lose ground to other nations in developing world-class domestic talent.
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4
Workforce Benchmarks

As the research enterprise continues to grow, the professional workforce within 

the U.S. must meet the demands of the market to remain competitive. Investing in 
human capital is one area where government and industry can work together to 

ensure that enough STEM talent is trained through formal education, apprentice-

ship programs, and retraining programs.

U.S. Labor Force
Women and underrepresented minorities24 are less represented in science and 
engineering occupations. In 2015, women accounted for less than one-third of 
the population employed in science and engineering occupations (see GRAPH 4.18) 

while underrepresented minorities accounted for 11 percent of S&E employment.25 

There is a tremendous opportunity to cultivate “Lost Einsteins” and add to the 
numbers of STEM workers and innovators.26 Tapping into our domestic talent by 

increasing the number of women and underrepresented minorities in the STEM 
workforce will help increase the talent pool and bring a broader range of perspec-

tives and talent to the workforce.
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In addition to the professional workforce involved in the U.S. research 
enterprise, the skilled technical workforce is critical to innovation in health 
care, infrastructure, and other fields that generate high economic growth. 
In 2014, 11.9 percent of the total workforce in the U.S. was in skilled technical 
professions including occupations like construction; maintenance, installation, 

and repair; healthcare practitioner and technical occupations; and computer and 

mathematical occupations (see TABLE 4.1). For example, “the Nobel-Prize winning 
discovery of gravitational waves at NSF’s Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave 

Observatory (LIGO) would not have been possible without the invaluable expertise 
of the people who assemble and maintain the facility’s large and complex heating, 
ventilation, vacuum, air conditioning, and electronic systems.”27

Number & Percentage of Skilled Technical  
Workers by Occupational Group, 2014

Major Occupational Group Skilled 
Technical Workers

Skilled Technical  
Workers as Share 

of Total Occupation

Installation, Maintenance, and Repair Occupations 4,418,880 84%
Construction and Extraction Occupations 2,825,350 53%

Healthcare Practitioners and Technical Occupations 3,343,020 43%

Production Occupations 2,576,660 29%

Architecture and Engineering Occupations 653,650 27%

Computer and Mathematical Occupations 824,640 22%

Arts, Design, Entertainment, Sports and Media Occupations 213,330 12%

Protective Service Occupations 308,790 9%

Farming, Fishing, and Forestry Occupations 31,370 7%

Life, Physical, and Social Science Occupations 79,780 7%

Legal Occupations 63,450 6%

Business and Financial Operations Occupations 237,420 3%

Transportation and Material Moving Occupations 231,790 3%

Food Preparation and Serving Related Occupations 118,130 1%

Office and Administrative Support Occupations 137,900 1%

Personal Care and Service Occupations 25,160 1%

Management Occupations 17,930 0%

Sales and Related Occupations 0 0%

Education, Training, and Library Occupations 0 0%

Building and Grounds Cleaning and Maintenance Occupations 0 0%

Healthcare Support Occupations 0 0%

Community and Social Service Occupations 0 0%

Total skilled technical workforce 16,107,249 12%

TABLE 4.1  
Number & Percentage of Skilled 
Technical Workers by  
Occupational Group, 201428
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Foreign talent – particularly Asian-born researchers – contribute significantly 
to the U.S. science and engineering workforce. Immigration has a significant 
impact on the U.S.’s science and engineering (S&E) workforce. Foreign-born scien-

tists accounted for almost 41 percent of the master’s degree holders and nearly 37 
percent of doctorate holders working in S&E occupations in 2015. Many of these 
foreign-born individuals are from Asia. In 2013, it was found that foreign-born indi-
viduals accounted for 18 percent of the U.S. S&E workforce, with 57 percent of 
foreign-born scientists and engineers within the United States originating from Asia 

and 16 percent originating from Europe.29

International Workforce
There are more researchers in the European Union and in China than in the 
United States. Since 2010, China has surpassed the number of researchers in the 
U.S. In 2015, the estimated number of total researchers in China was more than 
1.6 million compared to 1.3 million in the United States (see GRAPH 4.19).

Source: NSB, S&E Indicators 2018 

Estimated Number of Researchers  
in Selected Regions or Countries 2009–2015
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China is increasing its expenditures per researcher faster than other countries. 
The U.S. leads in the amount of funds spent per researcher but faces competition 
from countries like China (see GRAPH 4.20), who continue to increase both their 

number of researchers and their R&D expenditures. Between 2009 and 2015, China 
reported an increase of almost 43 percent for its gross domestic expenditures on 
R&D (GERD) per researcher (in constant prices and purchasing power parity). Over 
the past seven years, Japan, South Korea, and the U.S. have more GERD per 
researcher; however, compared to China, their growth rates are stagnant. Unlike 
China’s extraordinary percentage growth, Japan only increased by 10 percent and 
South Korea by 8 percent. Meanwhile, the U.S. pales in comparison with only a 3 
percent increase over the past seven years.
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5
High-Tech Sectors Benchmarks

Across many sectors of the economy, signs of trouble for the U.S. are emerging 
in areas important to national security, economic competitiveness, technological 

leadership, and industrial capacity. These warning signs show the ripple effects of 
lapses in support for research and education. Below are a few examples of high-
tech sectors which demonstrate this trend.

Supercomputing
Supercomputing is the processing of large and complex, or data-laden problems, 
using the concentrated computer resources of multiple computer systems working 

in parallel. These systems work at the maximum potential performance of any 
computer. Supercomputing enables problem-solving and data analysis that would 
be impossible, too time-consuming, or more costly to perform with standard 

computers. Applications include weather forecasting and modeling; oil and gas 
exploration; molecular structure modeling; and airplane and spacecraft aero- 
dynamics design, to name a few.  

The U.S. invested heavily in both the physical infrastructure of supercomputers 
and the related research field of supercomputing in the 1980s and 1990s. The U.S. 
has reaped the benefits of this investment by being the world leader in computing 
fields and introducing several new products, including the internet. However, this 
supremacy is being challenged.

 ■ Since TFAI’s 2005 Benchmarks Report, the U.S. has surrendered its 
commanding lead in the world’s top supercomputers. On the Top 500 list of the 
world’s fastest supercomputers (see GRAPH 5.21), the U.S. in 2005 controlled 
almost half the world’s top supercomputers; it now controls less than a quarter, 
with China now controlling the largest number of the fastest supercomputers.30 

 ■ Changing the benchmark to the top 100 supercomputers (see GRAPH 5.22), U.S. 
leadership is on a downward trajectory. The U.S.’s lack of investment over the 
past two decades is best demonstrated by China gaining the top spot on the 

list in 201031 and the U.S. did not recapture that spot until 2018.
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 ■ There are efforts at addressing this trend in quantum and exascale computing 
research. These include the National Quantum Initiative Act (Public Law No: 
115-368), signed into law at the end of 2018, which directs the president to 
implement a national initiative to establish goals and priorities for a 10-year 
plan to accelerate the development of quantum information science and tech-

nology applications. Additionally, the Trump administration directed DOE to field 
the world’s first operational exascale capable computer system by 2021, which 
would be a major breakthrough in computer processing power.32

“To out compete is to out compute.” 

Trademark quote of the Council on Competitiveness.

 ■ The U.S. under-investment in supercomputing is alarming, given former House 
Science, Space, and Technology Committee Chairman Lamar Smith’s assertion 
that, “high performance computing can lead to scientific discoveries, economic 
growth, and will maintain America’s leadership in science and technology.”33

Nanotechnology
Nanoscience and nanotechnology are the study and application of matter at the 

atomic and molecular levels – the basic building blocks of all natural and man-made 

things. Improvements in our ability to study matter at the nanoscale could reshape 
many industries, such as manufacturing, electronics, and medicine. Potential appli-
cations include new vaccines, longer lasting batteries, and improved food packaging.

 ■ While the U.S. took the global lead by establishing the National Nanotech-

nology Initiative (NNI) in 2000, funding for NNI has declined in recent years. 
Since reaching a peak in 2010, the total NNI budget has dropped by 28 percent, 
according to AAAS historical analysis.

 ■ Meanwhile, the U.S. nanotechnology enterprise is being challenged by global 
competitors, notably China. Nano-related publication output from China is 
growing exponentially, having recently surpassed the U.S. (see GRAPH 5.23).

 ■ China has also eclipsed the U.S. in the total number of nano-related patents, 
amid China’s growing emphasis on translating research into practical applica-

tions and societal impacts.34
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Aerospace
Since World War II, America’s aerospace industry has been an important part of 
the country’s national and economic security. In 2017, the U.S. aerospace and 
defense industry generated $865 billion in economic output and supported 2.4 
million domestic jobs. Additionally, the industry generated $143 billion in exports, 
with a positive trade balance of $86 billion.35 It is one of the few industry sectors in 

which the U.S. currently has a commanding lead, with a 53 percent share of the 
global aircraft and spacecraft industry (the E.U. is second with a 22 percent share 
and China is third with a 6 percent share).36 However, there is pressure that could 

chip away at this lead:

 ■ An example of that pressure: the first large Chinese-made jetliner, the C919, 
successfully completing its maiden test flight in 2017. This is, “a key step in 
China’s plan to...become a global competitor in advanced technologies.”37 While, 

“the plane relies on foreign-made technology for critical systems, including its 

engines,” the fact that more than 200 Chinese companies and 36 universities 
have been involved in the research and development of the jetliner demon-

strates that China is making a concerted effort to develop expertise in this field.

GRAPH 5.23 
Nanoscience &  
Nanotechnology Publications 
by Selected Country, 2000-2016

■ USA

■ China

■ Germany

■ South Korea 

■ Japan

■ France

Source: Thomson Reuters InCites Database

Nanoscience & Nanotechnology Publications  
by Selected Country, 2000-2016
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 ■ In his April 26, 2018 testimony to the Senate Armed Services Committee, 
former Secretary of Defense James Mattis pointed to hypersonic weapons 
as one of a number of research areas that the U.S. Defense Department 
needs to focus its R&D resources to, “ensure we will be able to fight and 
win wars of the future.”38

“I’m sorry for everybody out there who champion some 
other high priority...but there has to be a first, and 

hypersonics is my first.” 

Michael Griffin, Undersecretary of Defense for Research and Engineering.

 ■ Hypersonic weapons are a significant research and engineering challenge; 
operating aircraft at speeds of Mach 5 or higher requires expertise in 
multiple fields. Reports suggest China recently developed and tested a 
hypersonic weapon, and Russia has made claims of developing similar 

weapons; the U.S. military does not have a comparable capability.39 40

Artificial Intelligence
Artificial intelligence (AI) is a general term for computer systems, or algorithms, 
which can perform tasks and decisions that would normally require human  

intelligence. AI encompasses a constellation of subfields, such as robotics, 
machine learning, computer vision, and natural language processing, to name a 

few. The field is positioned to become a major driver of economic development 
and scientific discovery in the near future; it has the potential to add around $13  
trillion in global economic activity by 2030, a cumulative GDP gain of 16 percent 
compared with today.41

Areas that AI could impact could be as diverse as city infrastructure management 

and transportation planning; public health and infectious disease monitoring; 

education policy; crime detection and monitoring; and military capabilities.

 ■ China is positioning itself to become a global leader in AI by 2030, with a 

target to develop a $150 billion domestic AI industry. “The major developed 
countries in the world regard the development of artificial intelligence as a 
major strategy to enhance national competitiveness and safeguard national 

security.” This is a translation from the introduction of, “A New Generation 
of Artificial Intelligence Development Planning,” a document issued by the 
central government of the People’s Republic of China in July 2017.
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 ■ While Europe publishes the most scientific papers on AI, China saw a sharp 
increase (150 percent) in its production on the topic between 2007 and 2017. 
The U.S. lags behind in third.42

 ■ In 2017, “48 percent of total equity funding of AI startups globally came from 
China, compared to 38 percent funded by the U.S., and 13 percent by the rest 
of the world.”43 

 ■ AI has also been identified by the U.S. Department of Defense as an area of 
special attention for the department’s research efforts by former Secretary of 
Defense James Mattis.44

“Corporate and government leaders agree that China’s rapid 
application of AI to business and military problems should be a 

“Sputnik moment” to propel change in America. As a top- 
down command economy, China is directing money and its 
best brains to develop the smart systems that will operate 

cars, planes, offices, and information — along 
wi

with the  
transformation of warfare.”45 
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Telecommunications
The term “5G” refers to “fifth-generation cellular wireless,” or the next generation of 
telecommunications networks.46 5G yields three major improvements to the existing 
4G network: greater speed (to move more data, faster), lower latency (to increase 
responsiveness), and the ability to connect a high quantity of devices to the network 

all at once (to enable an increasing number of sensors and smart devices).47 5G 
technologies are crucial to the fruition of future projects in areas such as AI, robotics, 

automation, the Internet of Things (IoT), smart cities, and even precision medicine. 
Tom Wheeler, the former Chairman of the Federal Communications Commission 

(FCC), writes that, “there is no doubt that 5G is an important step forward for wire-

less technology that will benefit consumers and drive economic growth.”48

“Our government overall needs to encourage the kind of 
innovation that will make 5G networks pop – such as artificial 

intelligence and quantum computing.” 

 FCC Chairman Ajit Pai 49

CITA, the leading trade association for the wireless industry, has warned that the 

U.S. is in third place – behind China and South Korea – when it comes to the 
advancement of 5G technology and facilitation of successful network deployment.50 

In particular, China is positioned to invest an outsize amount of resources into 5G 
networks and technologies, as these are slated to become the backbone of the 

country’s digital economy.51 China’s three state-owned telecommunications compa-

nies are planning to invest approximately $180 billion to create 5G infrastructure 
over a seven-year period, and Chinese firm Huawei is spending more than two 
and a half times as much on research and development as its two major rivals, 

Nokia of Finland and Ericsson of Sweden.52 A “5G-ready China” has the potential 
to assume global leadership in areas such as product delivery, technical patents, 

usability testing, and industry certifications.53 Furthermore, China has overtaken the 

U.S. in telecommunications publications over the past 10 years (see GRAPH 5.24).
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There is a need for the U.S. to increase government and industry investment in 
advanced communications networks, including 5G, to sustain an increasingly- 
connected society. U.S. officials have also stated that winning the 5G “race” is critical 
to both the economy and national security.54 The FY 2020 Administration Research 

and Development Budget Priorities document, authored by Mick Mulvaney, Director 
of the U.S. Office of Management and Budget, and Michael Kratsios, Deputy  
Assistant to the President, Office of Science and Technology Policy, directs federal 
agencies to support the development and deployment of 5G wireless networks, 
including by “prioritizing R&D to manage spectrum, secure networks, and increase 

access to high-speed internet.”55 In addition, current FCC Chairman Ajit Pai shared 

the “Facilitate America’s Superiority in 5G Technology,” or 5G FAST Plan at the 
White House 5G Summit on September 28, 2018. This comprehensive strategy 
seeks to push more spectrum into the marketplace, update infrastructure policy 

and encourage private sector investment in 5G networks, and modernize outdated 
regulations, with the goal of fully realizing the potential of 5G technologies and 
ensuring continued U.S. competitiveness.56

GRAPH 5.24 
Telecommunications  
Publications 
by Selected Country, 2000-2016
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■ China
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■ South Korea 
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Source: Thomson Reuters InCites Database
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GRAPH 5.25 
Biotechnology & Applied  
Microbiology Publications  
by Selected Country, 2000-2016
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Biotechnology
Biotechnology harnesses cellular and biomolecular processes to develop inno-

vative products, largely in medicine (e.g. new vaccines, improved diagnostics, 
and artificial organs) and agriculture (e.g. pest-resistant plants, high-yield crops, 
and vitamin-rich foods). The emerging ‘bioeconomy’ could provide major societal 
and economic benefits, including new manufacturing jobs while contributing to 
industries essential to U.S. national security.

 ■ The U.S. must grapple with a maturing biotech ecosystem in Asia, where 
government and industry investments have intensified. Biotech venture rounds 
in Asia now rival those of counterparts in the U.S. and Europe, according to 
Ernst & Young.57

 ■ The Chinese government is channeling significant resources into developing an 
innovative edge in biotechnology and genomic sequencing. China’s embrace 
of new gene-editing technology such as CRISPR may help them become more 

competitive in agricultural research, warns the U.S.-China Economic and Secu-

rity Review Commission.58

 ■ Notably, China has caught up to the U.S. in total number of biotechnology and 
applied microbiology research publications (see GRAPH 5.25). China is also 
aggressively recruiting overseas scientists and entrepreneurs, particularly in 

the biotech sector, through its so-called ‘Thousand Talents Plan.’59

Source: Thomson Reuters InCites Database

Biotechnology & Applied Microbiology Publications 
by Selected Country, 2000-2016
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U.S. Industrial Base Faces 
Critical Challenges

A DOD report 60, recently commissioned by Executive Order No. 13806, finds that the U.S. manu-

facturing and defense industrial base is facing unprecedented risks and vulnerabilities. This 
includes dependence on competitor nations, workforce issues, and offshoring. Compounding 
the problem is budget sequestration and uncertainty of U.S. government funding, exacerbated 
by the decade-long reliance on congressional continuing resolutions. Other factors include 
the decline of domestic manufacturing capabilities and supply chain weaknesses; deleterious 

government procurement practices; aggressive industrial policies of other countries; and dimin-

ishing U.S. STEM skills.

“All facets of the manufacturing and defense industrial base are currently under threat, at a 

time when strategic competitors and revisionist powers appear to be growing in strength and 

capability.”

China poses a significant and growing risk to U.S. economic and national security, according 
to the report. Of utmost concern is China’s dominance in the supply of rare earth metals and a 
number of critical materials used in munitions and missiles. China’s R&D spending has nearly 
caught up with the U.S., with Chinese investments targeted at emerging areas such as artificial 
intelligence, robotics, and gene editing.

The report recommends the creation of a National Advanced Manufacturing Strategy by the 

White House Office of Science and Technology Policy. Additionally, the report urges greater 
workforce development efforts to grow domestic STEM and critical trade skills. And importantly, 
increased near-term DOD budget stability, building on recent bipartisan budget deals.
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Conclusion

The benchmarks in this report illustrate that while the U.S. continues to lead the 
world in constant dollars invested in overall R&D, other countries, such as China, 

are on a pace to catch up and soon surpass us (see GRAPH 1.2 on page 10). And 
by numerous other measures, America’s leadership among its global competitors 
in research and technology is not being sustained. Given that federal investments 
have a direct impact on future economic growth, prosperity, and national security, 

increasing the current level of investment in the U.S. research enterprise is critical 
to ensuring that our nation remains the global innovation leader.

Our nation’s technological dominance is at stake as China and other countries are 
greatly accelerating their investments in R&D, thereby accelerating innovation. With 
stagnant and declining federal investment in scientific research, the U.S. risks losing 
its footing as the leader in critical research fields, including AI, aerospace, advanced 
manufacturing, and telecommunications. Given that scientific research produces 
critical knowledge that spurs innovation, drives economic growth, enhances national 

security and increases global influence, the United States’ declining investments 
relative to the rest of the developed world creates openings for other countries to 

set standards and to dominate future global technological markets. Being the first 
to make scientific discoveries empowers the U.S. to be the first to innovate and 
bring new technologies to market. This is how America has been - and how it can 
continue to be - the leader in global innovation and continue to enjoy the economic 

and national security benefits that come with such preeminence.

Countries around the world are investing in innovation and building their STEM 
workforce. This focus on education is an additional threat to the U.S. research 
enterprise, as foreign countries continue to improve the quality of their universities 

and as competition for attracting international talent is rapidly increasing. 

The strength of our distinctive partnership among the federal government, universi-

ties, and the private sector has allowed the U.S. to outpace the world in discovery 
and innovation, attract top talent, and spark sustained growth in an economy 

increasingly dependent upon the generation of new knowledge and ideas. This 
report, however, indicates that American leadership in science, technology and 

innovation is now being challenged. It is time to redouble our commitment to science 
and technology, and to strengthen and reinvigorate the unique partnership that has 

made the U.S. a global innovation powerhouse.
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